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About This Game

All About Tower Offense vs. Tower Defense

Anomaly 2 is a sequel to the critically acclaimed Anomaly Warzone Earth. Maintaining the core elements of the original,
Anomaly 2 adds new features to the single-player campaign and finally puts your skills to a test in a completely unique

experience: the dynamic tower defense vs. tower offense multiplayer mode!

In the years following the invasion of Earth in 2018, the planet is overrun by alien machines. Humankind is on the verge of
extinction. Banded together in huge convoys, they search the frozen tundra for food and supplies. Since the war, the roles have
been reversed: now our species seems to be the Anomaly on a machine-controlled planet. Your convoy, Commander, is called

Yukon.

Anomaly 2 takes the RTS tower-offense concept from Anomaly Warzone Earth to a new level. The core elements of the
original – tactical planning and the on-field Commander to support troops in combat – are spiced up by a number of important

new features.

Key Features:

Morph your troops into war mechs to discover the new face of strategy: each unit has a different mech form with
various abilities to help you overcome specific combat situations.

Engage in a multiplayer experience unique to Anomaly 2: tower defense vs. tower offense. Play as the towers and
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destroy the humans or lead the humans to annihilate the alien towers.

Fight across a post-apocalyptic world in a new single-player campaign that offers a more intense strategy experience
than the acclaimed original.

Carve your own path to victory and create your ultimate battle squad. With over million tactical combinations to build
your squad, your options in combat are nearly endless.

Dive into a beautifully rendered world, thanks to the team’s upgraded and improved visual engine.

Experience alternative endings dependent upon your approach to enemy machines in the campaign.
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Title: Anomaly 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
11 bit studios
Publisher:
11 bit studios
Release Date: 15 May, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3 (32 bit) / Vista

Processor:Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.4, AMD Athlon(TM) X2 2.8 Ghz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:Geforce 9600 GS, Radeon HD4000, Shader Model 3.0, 512 MB

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX compatible

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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This game is really nice and my children love it, especially youngest. It's relaxing and fun. While game is in active development
new patches are coming from developer regularly, bugs are fixed, new features introduced and that is very good. I've been
playing this game on mobile before and it looks really good over there too.

Music is fun, but repetitive although in the newest update now you can choose what to listen. I'm sure more and more tracks will
be introduced, and may be ability to "randomize" playlist.

As the game is in early access, so reviews like mine are not good representation of the current status of the game as more and
more bugs are eliminated, reviews are outdated quickly, that why I'd recommend this game but not white about bugs :D. goodass
deckbuilder. Very cool, relaxing "snake\/pacman"-like game!. Daedilic games, I want to recomend them but without hints its a
pain. IncerdiBad (TM).

Everything sucks - the controls, the animations (motion capture people, read about it), effects, textures, animations, graphics in
general.

4/10 is generous.. Definitely one of the best rhythm games you can find on Steam, fun/challenging maps that are well mapped
with a good variety in genre and nice visuals. A pretty large song selection for how cheap the game is and the dlc adds a lot
more! Recommend to anyone who enjoys or even wants to get into a rhythm game!
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Not a bad game. Very short and the cursor was rather annoying but it was an interesting concept, kind of trippy. Cool
experience, neat camera effects.. Great puzzle game for kids or even adults. some of the puzzles are simple and others just make
you wanna rage quite for a bit but their all great fun. the game follows Jacob and his friend bigfoot who disguise himself as a
dog so no one knows who he really is. The game is done up with a pretty cute art style to.. Honestly have to say the update
absolutly ruins it for me. The new feel can only be described as weird and ugly... the revamp isnt really what I wanted when I
bought this game the orignal concepts are what peeked my interest enough to buy. Fix it until then Im uninstalling dont have
time for this pile.. If you are strategy game fan you owe it to yourself to play this game. There hasn't been a game before it nor
after that offers same level of complexity, control, attention to details and one of the most challenging AIs you've seen. And I
am not talking about AI which has unfair advantage in terms of resources or build time (at higher difficulty they do get these
bonuses as well) but well programmed AI which will make very good decisions and genuinely force you to be clever and
surprise it.

I spent my childhood playing this game. Amount of content is simply astonishing. At your disposal there are training missions,
stand alone missions, custom games, custom scenarios and finally campaign. All of these are unique and interesting with
countless approaches to winning. When I was a kid sometimes it took me days to finish one mission and those were not the days
of tedium I assure you.

Graphics still somewhat hold up today but it's obvious this game was designed for CRT screens from the font and color choice.
Interface can seem daunting at times but it's surprisingly still usable and easy to learn. Music and sound design is awesome and
they genuinely make you feel like a commander in dystopian fight for resources. Music sounds like a compilation of machinery
working and at times has this primal feel to it. Just listen to it: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DStzy5JXjCQ&list=PL77F35A3AF6C05530

Okay, now you might be wondering what is this game about. In short, you are in a position of a commander sent to different
planets. Your mission varies a lot. Sometimes it will be to colonize this new planet and eliminate other clans so your clan has the
monopoly over resources. Other times it will be to steal data or capture alien weapons. Missions are varied and very interesting
and will frequently require you to adapt your strategy or come up with a new creative approach in order to win.

Don't let the "turn based" tag scare you if you don't like such games. There's a simultaneous mode where everyone is playing
their turn at the same time and then once everyone finishes new one will start. This effectively means there's no waiting for
computer to finish their own turn.

Now a word about multiplayer. Local hotseat is great however don't go in expecting internet or LAN play. Game does have
network play but you have to remember this game comes from DOS days when networking was a nightmare and very hard thing
to achieve. You might be able to do make it work by simulating old LAN cards or something similar, but be aware of this issue.
However if you wish to play online I'd suggest looking into MAXR project which was an effort to remake this game in modern
engine. MAXR works but I am not sure if it has a player base. There's no super-nice AI in MAXR though.

TLDR: Get it. If you like strategy games, get it and play it. Am only sad there are no other games like MAX. Never was before
or after it and in my eyes everything pales in comparison.. Its a good game (ofc if you're an SAO fan). This game is pretty solid.
I have nothing against the dozens of 8-Bit NES\/Gameboy tributes out there, but it's nice to see the 16-Bit era get some attention
too!

The control takes a while to get used to, but once you get the hang of it, it feels SO SATISFYING to just throw Enemies into
the walls and into each other! I especially like how the Bosses require you to think of creative ways to use your Grapple abilities
and the levels are just FULL of things it can interact with!

Admittedly, there were moments of frustration... I was not a fan of how some levels were designed, and the game can be pretty
unforgiving when it comes to lost progress upon dying. Still, since the levels are pretty short, you'll eventually be able to press
through them.

Oh, and this game's dialogue is GREAT by the way! So many potshots taken at classic video game story tropes! I really love it!

Here's hoping this can be considered a "Cult Classic" at some point in the future.. Advertised as "24 wallpapers" however, 10 of
thems are very cluthered BIO of the characters. To each their own, but I don't take theses 10 as "wallpapers" at all. Theses aside,
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some really are gorgeous, but consider this DLC to be a donation with minor rewards if you aren't decided. Would have
expected a bit more. On the bright side theses are indeed of 1920 x 1080 size.. This game is authentic bullethell action arcade
style. My modded Mayflash F300 arcade stick works great with the game without any issues. The soundtrack is top notch and
the action is fantastic. The game itself is not very long but you will sink time into it buy trying to complete the different
difficulties. Overall it was a great purchase, well worth the $10 asking price if you're looking for an authentic arcade experience
at home.. If you love MotoGP buy it.I have some bike that i want to put into this game "#15 Sete NSR500V or Okada NSR 500
V Proarm"
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